
Abstract:

1. Introduction
This issue is concerned on the problems of exploit

new information technologies for creation computer dia-
gnostics system software for some type of aircrafts ex-
ploit in the polish Air Force (Fig.1). The Computer dia-
gnostic system likewise any information system [1], can
be created with the aid of various languages and various
developing environments. Most often, it takes advantage
of imperative programming language like C or Pascal.
However, since many years in literature citation, you can
find an example of adaptation the expert systems shells
for creation a diagnostic software [3, 8, 11, 12]. Expert
systems shells are founded on syntax and semantics of
declarative language like Lisp [7] or Prolog [4]. The
essential difference between expert system and traditio-
nal problem solving system inheres in coding method. In
traditional approach this method is coded in the form of
algorithm and corresponding data structures. In expert
system's approach the solving method is coded in data
structures exclusively. This approach will be presented
here in context of aircraft diagnostics system.

In the next paragraphs subsequent stage of evalua-
tion expert system from knowledge acquisition, across
diagnostic model definition and tools specifications to
software implementation will be presented.

This paper presents the concept of the MiG-29 aircraft-
dedicated diagnostic expert system. Subsequent stage of
evaluation expert system from knowledge acquisition to
software implementation has been described. As imple-
mentation tools a combination of expert systems shells
CLIPS and LabWindows data acquisition libraries has been
chosen. The whole system has been integrated in Bor-
landC++ environment.

Fig. 1. Aircraft's computer aided diagnostics.
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2. Problem Analysis
Architecture of typical expert system is presented

in fig. 2. This architecture consists of following compo-
nents:

inference engine,
knowledge base,
user interface,
working storage,
hardware interface.

A knowledge base is an implementation of knowledge
of domain expert, created by a knowledge engineer. An in-
ference engine acts on knowledge base and generates
a solution of problem, defining by user. User interacts with
the system using the User Interface (usually Graphical User
Interface - GUI). To the structure proposed in [9] is added
a Hardware Interface, necessary for exchange data bet-
ween the system and on board devices of an aircraft.

The first step for the expert system creation is a know-
ledge acquisition in the particular domain of knowledge.
In literature citation we can find different methods of
knowledge acquisition. For example in [2] authors pre-
sents a diagnostic expert system, that knowledge acqui-
sition has been founded on measurement date from the
experiment, executed on the object, for which the system
has been dedicated.

In our case, three sources of domain knowledge exist:
1) the Russian technical documentation of diagno-

stic device currently applied for aircraft,
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Fig. 2. Architecture of aircraft's diagnostic expert system.

2) the result of verification of the above documen-
tation,

3) knowledge of the diagnostic device operators.
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Founded on this knowledge a diagnostics model has
been defined [6]:

(1)

where:

Finite set of states is the set of stages defining dia-
gnostic procedures consisted of accomplishment of re-
quired connections by operators and measurements or
generating appropriate signals by diagnostic device on
a specific input and output of an aircraft.

Finite entrance alphabet consists of two ele-
ments: correct and - failed.
Transient function , in dependence of actual
state and result of checking, transfers an
automaton to appropriate state.

An exemplary fragment of a model is presented in Fig.
3. This model has form of a directed graph, that nodes
are appropriate states of an automaton, identified by the
name (e.g. P-008-00). The states are related by the
transient function . A value of this function depends on
result of a checking function (e.g. ). Especially
when checking not occurred, from one to only one state
transient is possible. This situation appears when either
stimulation signal is generated or failed message is dis-
played (eg. message „block BNO-3PP failed” in state
P-012-00).

After modelling stage it is possible to come to imple-
menting the system by means of existing expert systems
building tools.
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3. System implementation

Fig. 3. An aircraft diagnostics model.

Most essential elements of an expert system are: a set
of data declarations depending on problem, named know-
ledge base and an independent on problem (but depen-
ding on data structures) program named inference engi-
ne. Knowledge base can be represented as: logical, net,
production or frame models [10]. Inference engine can
realize one or both of two inference techniques: forward
chaining and backward chaining.

From an aircraft diagnostic model presented in Fig. 3
arises, that knowledge base of an expert system for an
aircraft has to be modelled by production rules and his
inference engine has to realize forward chaining. As a re-
sult of searching for implementing tools, a CLIPS expert
systems shells has been chosen. By means of this tool sys-
tem can be formalized and implemented.

Taking advantage of CLIPS language [5], nodes and
edges of the conceptual graph have been defined. Fig. 4
presents a definition of a node in a form of structure def-
template with three slots: First slot identifies node
of graph thus state of automaton. In slot , test re-
sult for given state is stored. Slot is an auxiliary
field, permitting to implement test path.

A definition of two edges of graph in a form of CLIPS
rules is presented in Fig. 5.

Given rule is activated if all of its conditional elements
are satisfying. In this case, if system is in the state P-005-
00 and the test result of this state are CORRECT then

rule is activated. When the rule is chosen, the new
state P-007-00 is created and function test with the
parameter 7 is calling. Result of this function is returned
in slot . In some cases a message is generated (e.g.
BNO-1PP DAMAGE).

In Fig. 6 software architecture of proposed diagnostic
expert system is presented. For implementation
function a C DAQ libraries of LabWindows are applied. DAQ
library permits to data exchange with on board devices of
MiG-29 aircraft. Furthermore, standard GUI interface is
removed from the open source CLIPS application and in
this place a customized user interface libraries from

nazwa
wynik

parent

Fig. 4. A definition of automaton state in CLIPS.

Fig. 5. Two edges of conceptual graph in CLIPS.

od5do7

wynik

test

(deftemplate MAIN: :parametr
(slot nazwa (type SYMBOL) (allowed symbols P-004-00

P-005-00
P-006-00
P-007-00
P-008-00
P-009-00
P-010-00
P-011-00
P-012-00
P-013-00
P-014-00
P-015-00
P-135-00))

slot wynik (type SYMBOL) (allowed-symbols NIEZDATNY ZDATNY)
slot parent (type FACT-ADDRESS SYMBOL) (allowed-symbols no-parent)))

(defrule MAIN: :od5do7
?node <- (parametr (nazwa P-005-00)

(wynik ZDATNY)
=>

(duplicate ?node (nazwa P-007-00)
(wynik (test 7))))

(defrule MAIN: :od5do6
?node <- (parametr (nazwa P-005-00)

(wynik NIEZDATNY)
=>

(komunikat NIESPRAWNY-BNO-1PP)
(duplicate ?node (nazwa P-006-00)))
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LabWindows environment are inserted. Knowledge base is
stored in a form of text files that include structures and
rules written in the Lisp language. Knowledge base rules
are activated and fired by inference engine embedded in
a diagnostic module. This module, including CLIPS source
files, is compiled in BorladC++ 5 environment. The whole
system is compiled and consolidated in BorlandC++
environment.

A presentation of conception of an expert system
application to MiG-29 aircraft diagnostics has been a goal
of this issue. This conception is founded on advantages
of CLIPS expert systems shells combined with LabWin-
dows libraries. The whole system has been integrated in
BorlandC++ environment.

This solution is tested on simple MiG-29 diagnostic
procedure. Positive results of this work let suppose, that
given idea allows building diagnostic expert system for
MiG-29 aircraft. Obviously to obtain complete system, big
effort of coding knowledge base in Lisp notation is
needed.

Additionally, after modifications, this system can be
applied for checking technical condition of other Rus-
sian-made aircrafts owned by Air Force in Poland.
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Fig. 6. Architecture of Aircraft diagnostic Expert System.

4. Conclusion
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